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Combinatorial aspects of an autonomous system with
ternary collisions and ofa three person tournament

game

Masakazu Jimbo
Department of Electronics and Computer Engineering,

Gifu University, Gifu, 501-11, Japan

1. Introduction
In this paper, we shall consider two different kinds of mathematical mod

els which possess a common combinatorial property. One of which is con
cerned with an invariant of an autonomous system with ternary collisions.
While, the other one is a game theoretical model of a generalized "Scissors,
paper and Stone game."

Firstly we shall define some terminologies and notations of graphs which
will be used throughout this paper. Let V = {Vl' ... ,vn } andE be a subset
of V x V.A pair T = (V, E) is called a digraph and the elements of V and
E are called vertices and directed edges, respectively. An n x n adjacency
matrix A = (auv ) of T is defined by

{
-I if (u, v) E E

fluv = a otherwise.

A digraph T is called a tournament if the adjacency matrix A of T satisfies

A+AT +1 = J,

where 1 is the n x n identity matrix, J is the n X n all-one matrix and
AT is the transpose of A. Fot any vertices u, v and w of a tournament
T = (V,E), let n+ = I{u E Vl(v,u) E E}I and n~ = I{u E VI(u,v) E E}I. If
n+ = n~ = const. holds for 'any v E V, then the tournament T is said to be
regular. For an adjacency matrix A of a tournament T, let

H=

1
-1

-1
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A tournament T is called an Hadamard tournament if" H HT = HT H =
(n + 1)1 holds.

In Section 2, the condition that an autonomous system has a given invari
ant is investigated in connection with an Hadamard tourname!1t. In Section
3, similar results to Section 2 are obtained for a "tournament game" which
is a generalized "Scissors, Paper and Stone game."

2. An autonomous system with ternary collisions
Assume that n types(species) of particles are moving around a field. And

assume that there are dominance relations between every two types. When
a collision occurs, the types of the particles may be changed. We correspond
each of the n types to a vertex v E V of a digraph with n verteces and if type
u dominates type v then we assume that an directed edge (u, v) exists in E.
Let Pv(t) be the amount of the particles of type v at time t. And consider
the' following autonomous system:

where f3~ is the increasing rate of the amount of type u when two particles of
types u and v make into a collision( binary collision) and /~w is the increasing
rate of the amount of type u when three particles of types u, v and w make
into a collision (ternary collision). It is natural to assume that ,~w = ':v'
Further, we assume the following conditions:

(a) The number of particles are not changed by collisions, that is, /3~+/3~ =
oand /~w + ';:'U + '.::'v =0 hold for any u, v, w E V.

(b) There are no differences between any types of particles except the dis
tinction of types. And the coefficients /3~ and ,~w are determined only
by the dominance relations between types u, v and w. Thus, without
loss of generality, we can assume that f3~ = auv - avu for any u and
v. Furthermore, for any {u,v, w} and {u', v', w'}, if the subgraph in
duced by {u, v, w} is isomorphic to that by {u', v', w'} and if u, v, w
correspond to u', v', w', respectively, then I~w = I:"w' holds.

Under the conditions (a) and (b), the coefficients ':w are represented as
follows by parameters a; b', c, d and e:
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(0) ,~w= ,:::'v for any u, v, w E V.

(i) ':u =0 for any u E V.

(ii) "r:v = 2d and r~v = ,~u = -d for any (u, v) E E.

(iii) r:v= -2e and ,~v = '~u = e for any (v, u) E E.

(iv) r~w = a, '~u = band r:;'v = c in the case when (u,v), (u,w), (v,w)
E E, where a +b+ c = O.

(v) '~w = r;:'u = ,:;'v = 0 in the case when (u, v), (v, w), (w, u) E E.

For any initial values PVi(O), (Vi E V), if a fuction !(PVl(t),'" 'PVn(t))
is constant· not depending on time t, then f is said to be an invariant of
the system (1). It is easy to show that LVEV Pv(t) is an invariant, since the
condition (a) is assumed.

We obtain the following combinatorial properties that the autonomous
system (1) has an invariant I1vEV Pv(t).

Theorem 1. Let T = (V, E) be an tournament representing the dominance
relation of n types of particles) Assume that 01 > 0, 02 =" 0 and d = e in the
autonomous system (1). Then I1vEvPv(t) is an invariant if and only if T is a
regular tournament.

Theorem 2. Let T = (V, E) be an tournament representing the dominance
relation of n types of particles. Assume that 01 > 0, 02 > 0 and d = e in
the autonomous system (1). Then the necessary and sufficient condition that
ITVEvPv(t) is an invariant for any parameters a, b, c and d(= e) is thatT is
an Hadamard tournament.

3. A three person tournament game with conspiracy
In the game "Scissors, Paper and Stone", each player independently

chooses either "scissors", "paper", or "stone". If all players choose the same
object or if they choose three kinds of objects, then the game is tied. If two
kinds of objects are chosen by the players, then players choosing "scissors"
beat players choosing "paper"; players choosing "paper" beat players choos
ing "stone"; and players choosing "stone" beat players choosing "scissors".
This game can be generalized C\S a "tournament game."
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In a tournament game, given a tournament T, each player choose a vertex
of T independently. And the payoff of each player is defined by the subgraph
induced by the vertices chosen by the players.

In this section, we consider three person tournament games in the case
when two of the three players conspire with each other to gain more than
playing independently. In general, the expected gain may increase by the
conspiracy. But we shall show that if we use an Hadamard tournament no
effect of conspiracy can occur. Furthermore, we shall show that if there are no
effect of conspiracy, then the tournament must be an Hadamard tournament
if the class of tournaments is restricted to those having a sharply transitive
subgroup.

Before we consider the case of three person tournament game, we shall
state some known preliminary results for two person tournament games. In
the case of two person tournament games, if both players choose the same
vertex, then the game is tied and the payoff is O. When two players choose
vertices u and v, if (u, v) E E then the player choosing u wins. In this case,
the payoff for the winner is 1 and that for loser is -1. Assume that players
PI and P2 choose a vertex v with probabilities Pv and qv, respectively. The

,probabilities p = {PV}VEV and q = {qv }vEV are called strategies of PI and P2.
The payoff for player Pl is f3~ = auv - avu when players Pl and P2 choose
vertices u and v, respectively. And the expected payoff for Pl is

E(p, q) = I: I: f3:Puqv'
uEV vEV

The strategies p* = {P~}vEV and q* = {q;}VEV which satisfy

E(p* , q*) = min max E(p, q) =max min E (p, q)q ,p p q .

are called optimal strategies. It is obvious that

,E(p*, q*) = L I: f3~p:q: == 0
uEV vEV '

holds, since the game is "fair." Fisher and Ryan (1991) showed that opti
mal strategies p* and q* is determined uniquely. Thus p* = q* holds. A
tournament T is said to be positive, if p: > 0 for any vertex v.

Now, we-shall consider three person tournament games. Three players PI,
P2 and P3 choose vertices 'of a given tournament T. When these three players
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choose vertices u, v and w, let I~w be the payoff for the player choosing the
vertex u. We assume that the payoff I~w satisfies the following conditions:

(c) I~w = I~v and I~w + I:::'u + I:'v = 0 for any u, v, w E V.

(d) For any {u, v, w} and {u', v', w'}, if the subgraph induced by {u, v, w}
is isomorphic to that by {u', v', w'} and if u, v, w correspond to u', v',
w', respectively, then I~w = I~:W' holds. That is, the payoff depends
only on the shape of the induced subgraph.

Under the above conditions, I~w must be represented by the same way in (0),
(i), (ii), (iii), (iv) and (v) of Section 2.

A three person tournament game is "fair" if three players choose vertices
independently, but if two of the three players conspire with each other. They
may earn more than playing independently. Assume that players PI and
P2 conspire and that they choose vetices u and v with probability Puv. On
the other hand, assume that player Pa chooses vertex w with probability qw.
Then the game can be considered as a two person matrix game between the
pair {PI, P2 } and Pa. In this case, the expected payoff for the conspiring pair
{PI, P2} is

E = L L L (/~w + l~w)Puvqw = ~ 2: L :L: l:vPuvqw
uEV vEV wEV. uEV vEV wEV

and the value of the game, that is, the expected gain for tl:te pair {PI, P2 }

with respect to optimal strategies, are given by

f{Pl P2} = minmaxE = maxluinE.
, {qw} {Puv} {Puv} {qw}

It is obvious that f{Pl ,P2} > 0 holds since the pair {PI, P2 } may earn more
than playing independently. If f{PI,P2} > 0 holds, we say that there is an
effect of conspiracy, while if f{Pl,P2} = 0, we say that there is no effect of
conspIracy.

In the following of this paper, we shall consider the combinatorial property
for a tournament to have f{P}'~2} =0, or f{Pl,P2} > O.

Theorem 3. In the case of e > d, f{Pl,P2} > 0 holds for any positive tour
nament T ind for any a"b and c. That is, in this case, there is an effect of
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conspiracy for players P1 and P2 •

Theorem 4. Let T be an Hadamard tournament. Then in the case of e = d,
f{PI, P2} = 0 holds for any a,b and c. That is, in this case, there are no effect
of conspiracy.

Let G be a subgroup of the automorphism group of a tournament T =
(V, E). For any two vertices u and v, if there exist exactly one g E G such
that u9 = v holds, then G is said to be sharply transitive on V. In this case,
we can identify the set of vertices V with the subgroup G.

Theorem 5. Let T = (V, E) be a positive tournament whose automor
phism group has a sharply transitive subgroup G on V. Then f{Pl,P2} > 0
holds for any a, b, c and for any e < d.

Theorem 6. Let T = (V, E) be a positive tournament whose automor
phism group contain a sharply transitive subgroup G. In the case of e = d, if
f{Pl,P2} = 0 holds for any a, band c, then t.he tournament T is an Hadamard
tournament.

Conjecture. Let T be a tournament. If f{Pl,P2} = 0 for any parameters
a, b andc, then e = d holds and T is an Hadamard tournament.
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